Corporate
Profile

WHO ARE WE ?
Neuronimbus is a 17 years aged full service digital agency.

Our three core pillars.
"Innovation" Drives our constant pursuit to evolve and get better
❖ "Simplicity" A de-jargonized and no-nonsense approach towards our work
❖ "Quality" Meeting global standards of performance and security
❖

✓ A strong team of digital mavericks in Gurugram, Bengaluru & Sydney
✓ Tier 1 clients in key industry segments

WHY
CHOOSE US?

End-to-End Solutions
We are a one-stop destination as we cover all dimensions of
digital transformation, cloud engineering, web & app
development, digital marketing, designing, and more..

Quality Experience
Our unmatched experience of more than 17 years makes
us a pioneer in the field of digital transformation. We
have an impressive list of satisfied clients across the globe
including PwC, Panasonic, Unicharm and Whirlpool.

Business-Centric Perspective
While we live in our tech world and think and breathe digital, we
understand that the business needs are more customer-centric
and more about their users and prospects. We bring that touch of
business realism to our work.

Dedicated Team Of Experts
At Neuronimbus, we have a dedicated team of digital experts,
who have expertise in various aspects of digital transformation,
designing and marketing.

Process For Success
Our digital experts follow a process that is tailor-made for
merit & success. We begin with developing a digital strategy
that guarantees online success, to deliver unique user
experience, and a natural brand voice.

Progressive Approach
We have a progressive approach as we always endeavor
to follow the changing tech trends and make them a
part of our digital strategies.

SERVICES

OFFERED

Digital
Technology
Solutions
❖

Digital Transformation

❖

Cloud Data Engineering

❖

Data Migration & DevOps

❖

Web Development

❖

Mobile App Development

❖

E-Commerce Solutions

Digital Transformation
Web Development
Experts at Neuronimbus analyze, strategize, develop and deploy simple
as well as complicated websites for multiple industries. Our services
include custom, static and dynamic website development. We offer PHP
web development, Python, Sitecore, ASP. NET Development and JS
Framework for efficient development of websites. Our web
development services also include web re-designing and maintenance.

Mobile App Development
Moving to the cloud is not a simple tick in the box activity. It involves careful planning,
attention to details. In addition to that there needs to be an environment of continuous
delivery that makes the transition and sustenance and growth on cloud, possible. We
cover services like cloud migration strategy, risk mitigation and workload migrations. For
continuous delivery DevOps services are offered covering monitoring, logging,
performance and the use of a practice of infrastructure as a code.

Digital Transformation
Digital Enablement
Modernize your legacy applications and processes and
enable digitization that elevates customer experiences.
Build the agility that you need to respond to rapidly
changing market demands.

Intelligent Process Automation
Automate your best practices with custom-built enterprise
software to boost efficiency. Our services include
modernization, mobilization or technology up-gradation of
existing web interfaces, integration layers for mobilization of
legacy web systems.

Digital Transformation
Data Engineering
Our data engineering team brings together data technology experts to
create excellent tools for big data analysis. Our services include data
acquisition, storage, and creating data pipelines for predictive modeling.
We build sophisticated data systems that eventually help bring about
better business outcomes. Neuronimbus has helped businesses of all
sizes make sense of their massive volumes of data.

Cloud Migration & DevOps
Moving to the cloud is not a simple tick in the box activity. It involves careful planning,
attention to details. In addition to that there needs to be an environment of continuous
delivery that makes the transition and sustenance and growth on cloud, possible. We
cover services like cloud migration strategy, risk mitigation and workload migrations.
For continuous delivery DevOps services are offered covering monitoring, logging,
performance and the use of a practice of infrastructure as a code.

OUR

PRODUCTS
❖

Neuro CRM

❖

NeoBot

❖

NeuroTalent

Responsive CRM integration

CONSUMER FEEDBACK MANAGEMENT &
TARGETTED COMMUNICATION
Neuro CRM is a responsive CRM that can quickly be adapted to varied
industries and organizational formats. It can allow the business to capture,
manage and assess consumer feedback as it happens.
Build custom communication journeys and reach out to your customers
via web, text and apps.

Improve Customer Management

Capture Consumer
Feedback

Understand Your
Customer Better

Understand & Work
On Good And Bad
Feedback.

Create & Automate
Customized
Communication

Connect Via
Multiple Platforms

Get Customers Back
Build A High Brand
Recall

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT CHATBOT
INTRODUCING NEOBOT
❖

Programmed by the brilliant minds at Neuronimbus, given the ability
to converse as humanly as possible while carrying out the tasks it is
designed to do.

CREATE INTEREST THROUGH CONVERSATIONS
❖

Provide complete search of the website through a simple
conversation

❖

Social engagement – Integrated on Facebook messenger

❖

Initiate conversation to capture interest (get entries to a contest,
campaign, sampling drive etc.)

INTEGRATION
❖

Integrated with the NeuroCRM to capture all conversations and store

❖

Create actions (e.g. trigger leads or complaints or more)

Hire NeoBot

Virtual Recruitment Solution

AN ONLINE PLATFORM THAT HELPS
RECRUITERS WITH MASS HIRING
AND ON-BOARDING.
Neuro Talent is an intelligent automated system that offers a
virtual screening environment and interviewing experience,
eliminating the need for in-person activity to the last step.

Design

Services
❖

UI Design & Development

❖

User Experience Design

❖

Digital Creative Services

NeuroInteractive
Developing competitive separation requires the
businesses to get ideas to life and do it fast and
deliver smart. From rapid prototyping to
creating meaningful interactions across your
business’s new omnichannel journey, we act as the
architects of this journey.
As a specialized UI and UX unit of Neuronimbus we
have been delivering delightful creative assets for
the last 17 years.

Mobile & Web Design

Logo Designing

Prototyping

User Experience

Social Media Creatives

Brand Collaterals

Information Architecture

Our Design
Services

Ad Banner Designs

Motion Graphics

Digital
Marketing
Services
❖

Digital marketing consulting

❖

Performance Marketing

❖

Search Marketing

❖

Social Media Marketing

❖

Web Marketing Analysis

❖

Mobile App Marketing

Search Engine Optimization

Display Network Advertising

Social Media Marketing

PPC Advertising

Content Marketing

Web Development

Our Digital
Marketing
Services

Video Marketing

App & Web Analytics

Chatbot Integration

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
For a successful business, you need to be visible on platforms where your potential
customers look for solutions. We tap into the massive business potential of search engines
to deliver to you the best in industry organic results

Keyword Research and
Competitive Analysis

Voice Search
Optimization

Design and Content
Optimization

Marketing
Analytics

Local and International Search
Optimization

Link
Building

Mobile
Optimization

Reporting &
KPIs

GOOGLE ADWORDS
With our expertise in Search Engine Marketing, we make
sure that every single click that you invest in drives effective
results for your business.

Campaign Strategy
and Audit

Creative Asset
Development

Media Planning
& Buying

Campaign
Optimization

Performance Analysis
& Reporting

CONTENT MARKETING
Our expert content developers and marketers in our team provide an end-to-end solution,
starting with a content strategy to the creation of rich and optimized content, and its
distribution across diverse channels to engage the audience and build the business brand.

Analysis and
strategy

Content distribution
& promotion

Content
creation

Analytics and
reporting

Content
management

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Years of experience in social media handling has taught us, it always start with requirement
analysis. We conduct social media research & analysis for your brand or business to make sure
that the campaign delivers the best results.

Strategy & Competitive
Analysis

Social Media
Communication

Campaign
Amplification

Ongoing Community
Management

Account Setup &
Optimization

Measurement &
Optimization

Influencer
Marketing

Social
Listening

PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING
Programmatic Advertising helps us think in our
customers timings (their actual timings!). It allows us to
have the right message, for the right person at the right
time.

What do we offer for Programmatic Advertising
❖ Real-Time Bidding

❖ Demand Side Platforms (DSP’s)

❖ Private Exchange Buying ❖ Supply Side Platforms (SSP’s)
❖ Ad Exchange

❖ Data Management Platform (DMP)

OUR

CLIENTS

OUR WORK

SNAPSHOTS

Australia’s Tier 1
Financial Institution
Provided cloud engineering-based services to an offshore client that
provides financial services in Australia and New Zealand providing
superannuation and investment products, insurance, financial advice and
banking products including home loans and savings accounts.

Work Scope
❖ Account Creation and Access
❖ CI/CD platform (Jenkins, Gitlab, Proxy services)
❖ Cloud Automation
❖ Networking services
❖

Release Management

Australia’s Largest
Media Conglomerate
One of Australia's largest media
conglomerates, employing more than 8,000
staff nationwide and approximately 3,000
journalists wanted an automated
infrastructure that manages & delivers data
and insights to journalists, editors, and
management - to ultimately drive and
support content growth

An insight platform of the future

Forecasting &
Simulations

On-demand Analytics

Business & Ops
Reports/Dashboards

Decision Algorithms

Machine Learning

Advanced Self-Services

Data for Innovation

Content Sourcing & Delivery

Monetised Data
& Information

Automated Processes

Advanced Robotics

Journalists, Editors,
Management

❖ Data Migration
❖ Data Engineering
❖ Tools Development

ENERGY RETAILER

WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST
HEALTH INSURANCE PROVIDER

❖ Setup of Build and Release

❖ AWS Serverless Deployment

WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST

Pipelines in Azure DevOps
❖ Migrate Existing Applications

❖ Data Engineering & ETL
❖ Data Migration
❖ Atlassian Suite

TIER 1 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
IN AUSTRALIA

AWS ACCELERATOR

❖ Data Platform Proof of Concept on

❖ Infrastructure Creation and

GCP and AWS
❖ Multi-Cloud Data Reconciliation

Deployment
❖ Generic templates Creation

Mahindra
TRACTORS
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Mahindra & Mahindra Limited is an Indian multinational vehicle
manufacturing corporation headquartered in Mumbai, India.

OBJECTIVE
Mahindra wanted us to create an all-in-one mobile tool for
their agents that serves as a vehicle selling point, mobile
workstation, and an enquiry manager.

CHALLENGE
The biggest challenge for us was the understanding of the business needs. Since every product
requires a unique approach for its sales cycle, our designers had to thoroughly understand sales
cycle and many other such aspects of the business to make the system all inclusive. The other
challenge was to make the app showcase a ton of data while keeping the design clutter free and
easy to navigate.

SOLUTION
Our business analysts understood the entire sales cycle, created detailed lists of functions and services required
by the salesmen, and identified additional services that can be integrated into the system. They then
coordinated with the team of designers & developers to design a seamless and advanced sales tool.

RESULT
❖ Neuronimbus worked with the internal development team of
Mahindra for its Mahindra Tractor App.
❖ The designed mobile application caters to all their operations
needs, which not only compliments their quality of service &
technological sufficiency but also improves sales experience and
overall satisfaction.
❖ Our App design was focused on:
❖ Clear & Prominent notification panel, as notification is an
important communication channel.
❖ Easy to understand the workflow.
❖ An inquiry section that segregates the status of pending
enquires into hot, warm & cold.
❖ Engaging Catalog for tractors, thus improving conversion
rate.

Mahindra
Paperless Repair Order Generator
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Mahindra & Mahindra Limited is an Indian multinational vehicle
manufacturing corporation headquartered in Mumbai, India.

OBJECTIVE
The organization is known for its environment friendly drives
and wanted us to digitize its repair order generation process.
Making it entirely paper free while increasing the efficiency
and data collection of the process.

CHALLENGE
When any vehicle arrives for repair or servicing, their Auto care agents check the vehicle for damages or issues, then they
check for available service slots and logs the repair order manually on paper. Any changes or cancellations then needed
manual cross checks, resulting in a high volume of manual tasks. With limited service-hours & staff availability, the managers
were having a hard time in predicting the utilization of its service bays and technicians. Resulting in low efficiency, loss in
service hours & increased customer waiting time. The major challenge was to design a mobile application that reduces the
time loss & improves the customer satisfaction

SOLUTION
To overcome this challenge, our team of solution consultants undertook various brainstorming sessions and brief
meetings for accurate technical requirement gathering and to understand the business process. Based on that, a
unique repair order generator application was designed along with a centralized data management system.

RESULT
❖ Supporting its ongoing endeavor to provide an end-to-end digital
experience(even to their employees), Neuronimbus created an
App that eliminated paper usage for their repair order generations
and improved the overall efficiency & customer experience.
❖ This app allows service agents to:
❖ Instantly Generate & Manage Repair Orders
❖ Remained synced with the available slots & service status
❖ Get Latest Notifications
❖ Manage Reminders For Follow Up Calls
❖ Receive & Analyze Feedbacks.
❖ Get Instant Quotations & Browse FAQs
❖ Search Previously Generated RO, And Fetch Vehicle & Owner
Details.

Panasonic
E-warranty Management
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
The brand operates in 20 countries and has established, itself
as a trustworthy brand which offers high quality products that
have been engineered to provide a good experience to the
customers.

OBJECTIVE
Panasonic as a brand has always wanted to improve their customer’s
experience. To achieve this, they wanted an application where users
can register their product online via an application for service
requests and improve business opportunities

CHALLENGE
The customers that are purchasing their products have always had to contact the customer service team, in order to get
updated information about the product and get info regarding services available to them after sale of the product. This also
involves getting together a team of people that will talk, look up the information and respond back to the customers. All this
is simple information that can be displayed to the customer by the use of technology.

SOLUTION
We were very clear with our target design and to make a comprehensive application that will help Panasonic’s
customers get a good user experience from using their platform and help ensure that whole aftersales service
process they go through is simple.

RESULT
❖
❖
❖

4.9 Star Rating – 2460 Ratings (Google Play Store)
5 Star Rating (Apple App Store)
100K + Installations

For the users, they can register their new appliances within the app. As soon as the users
register their products, the app momentarily informs the customer about extending
warranties, offers on various products and the compatible accessories.
The users can raise service request through the app within few clicks for their registered
products and buy AMC online. They can manage their appliances, services reminders
and requests, all at one place.
For the brand, the app reduced manual hours for the customer service team to deal with
customer complaints and the costs incurred on after-sales-services considerably. They
now spend less time communicating with the customer & more time on improving the
customer experience, which is exactly what Panasonic aimed.

KFC

WEBSITE DESIGN | APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT | HR SOLUTION
Designed the brand’s website for fast performance, branding and
conversion.

Consulted and developed a
mobile responsive digital
platform for hiring process
pan India.

Business intelligence built to
provide analysis for better talent
pool creation

A successful model in India
now being replicated in SEA
markets

KFC
India
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
KFC is an American fast-food restaurant chain headquartered in
Louisville, Kentucky, that specializes in fried chicken.

OBJECTIVE
The objective was to develop a mobile virtual space for the
KFC fans where they can order online. A mobile application
that only serves as an ecommerce platform for the QSR but
also delivers some crucial information.

CHALLENGE
The challenge to create a digital asset that was going to establish the digital identity of the global brand, to be unique and
stand out among the digital crowd. This motivated us to push our limits & discover our span of design & development
abilities. All this had to be done within the set time frame.

SOLUTION
The first step was to discover the key requirements of the brand. Following which our team did in-depth research on touchpoints
that delivered positive impacts, which we later incorporated into our UX strategy. Our team outlined the optimal architecture of
the online asset and refined the functional requirements. The design team employed the creative and innovative use of high-res
media throughout the digital platform to deliver the user experience that KFC deserved.

RESULT
The mobile UI was responsive across various mobile devices. The
content was optimized for an enhanced experience that holds user
attention and supports their new ecommerce infra.
Modern content elements draw the viewer deeper into the site to
explore more about KFC’s history, the story, and several drives
initiated by the brand.
We loaded the UX with multiple in-built features, each doing a
specific job of providing the right customer experience:
❖ Easy & Quick KFC chicken home delivery
❖ KFC App exclusive deals and offers.
❖ Re-ordering with just one click!
❖ KFC nutrition calculator to help keep track of calories, carbs,
protein & fat.

REVLON

WEBSITE DESIGN | AUGMENTED REALITY

Living up to the global appeal of the brand, we
created the perfect mix of high-end fashion and
beauty with functionality and great user
experience .

Helping Revlon in India to take the first few key steps
towards consumer facing digital transformation. Setting up
their comprehensive e-commerce business.

To enhance the overall digital experience
and to give it an edge for people
reluctant to buy beauty products online,
we are developing a 'try before you buy'
digital tool- an AR module that enables
users to try on their product virtually
using Augmented Reality

MARS
Wrigley
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Mars, Incorporated is an American global manufacturer of
confectionery, pet food, and other food products.

OBJECTIVE
MARS was looking for an enterprise-grade digital solution
that serves as a complete online portal, that aids the HR
mangers to streamline and automate employee onboarding.

CHALLENGE
When designing any enterprise-level platform, data security and multi-user access are often the main challenges faced by an
organization. In addition, it is also important to design a scalable, futuristic and holistic talent management solution with
modern capabilities like In-built learning, real-time data and secure content library for ease-of-access to credible information

SOLUTION
Our team already had experience in the talent management domain, we discussed initial requirements and
understood specific expectations. Bringing our in-house HR team on-board, we analyzed the feasibility, validated the
scope, and modified the idea as per prevalent market trends and identified basic and advance features for the
talent management platform.

RESULT
Conceptualizing a holistic employee engagement and talent management
platform, we developed the onboarding module that helps the HR
managers to execute the joining formalities and employee induction tasks.
❖ A responsive platform with a comprehensive training & skill
development module for employees to upskill, grow and evolve.
❖ A dynamic content library consisting of latest news, articles, updates,
company policies, team members, and new projects for the employees.
❖ An effective tool to educate the new recruits on their roles and
responsibilities, and a management tools for managers to monitor and
improve employee performance & progress.

PANASONIC

DIGITAL CONSULTING | ECOMMERCE DEVELOPMENT | CONSUMER
EXPERIENCE DEVELOPEMENT

Digitized post sales customer experience
and engagement. Customers can log
service requests and track progress
Purchase AMCs and accessories

Manage and Track product
history and set periodic
appliance checks
Integration with the service
network and MS Dynamics for
complete automated data
transfer

WHIRLPOOL INDIA

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION | DIGITAL MARKETING | ECOMMERCE
DEVELOPMENT
Developed Culineria App for
recipe sharing.
Developing a new ecommerce website for their retail
services which is mobile responsive and intuitive.

Custom chatbot integration
for better product search and
easy FAQ resolution.

Build and integrated AMC
module for improved
customer experience

Whirlpool
India
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Whirlpool Corporation, the American multinational manufacturer of home
appliances, and a Fortune 500 company, with over 100 years of history, entered
India in the late 1980s as part of its global expansion strategy.

OBJECTIVE
Improving its consumers' everyday living standards with
advanced and intuitive technology was the focal point of
their business. The brand's major sales drove from
offline stores and an updated ecommerce website was
needed. It should be dedicated to exhibiting what makes
their products unique.

CHALLENGE
As the brand started to evolve and position itself as a
premium white goods company, the challenge was to
create this new positioning of the brand through design
and user experience.
To create a website that could speak the brand
language and develop content that was digitally
optimized.

To set up not only an ecommerce practice but to set the
benchmark in the APAC region and comes out on top

SOLUTION
Research was an integral part of what we did. From the pool of data on consumers we curated groups
with whom a targeted and structured research was undertaken and user personas were created.
Our tech and UI/UX expertise were cross referenced and validated across technology stack that was
going to power the CMS and the front-end content delivery on the web.

To elevate the brand’s impression and positioning we knew that there would be very little of “stock”
in whatever we did. So, from creating custom icons, vectors and graphics, we ensured that each
aspect of the user research and brand expectation was met.

RESULT
What came out was recognized as the ‘gold standard’ for all other markets
to follow in APAC.
On the brand side - the new digital asset developed was a mobile
responsive and intuitive ecommerce website.
❖ The product catalogue and its content were curated for digital
consumption to facilitate the customers. Not to mention a host of
features built-in the website each doing a specific job of providing the
right consumer experience.
❖ An accessory module was developed to recommend buyers with
compatible accessories.
❖ An AMC module was developed to resolve the support service issue
where the client can buy online annual service contracts, reducing the
hassle for both the consumer and the brand.
On the eCommerce side - not only built a robust ecommerce platform but
pooled into over 14 years of ecommerce experience at Neuronimbus and
provided extensive consulting in structuring the right ecommerce model/

MamyPoko
India
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
MamyPoko is a subsidiary of Unicharm – a Japanese
company that manufactures hygiene products.
MamyPoko innovated the first pant style diaper.

OBJECTIVE
The old website contained a lot of useful information, but it wasn’t
immediately clear what the company specialized in. The design and layout
were also dated and didn’t give the vibe of a world-class company. They
wanted us to redesign & develop a modern web infrastructure for MamyPoko.

CHALLENGE
The challenge was to represent their core Japanese technology-driven values into a digital-first framework, and to achieve
this we wanted to create a user-friendly website showcasing the product on UX friendly platform with all the necessary
product features. The term was to define the digital aspirations of the company to follow the passion of their clients.

SOLUTION
❖ The website underwent a thorough and responsive overhaul, incorporating a more upscale feel using

modern fonts, icons, and ingenious UI/UX elements that better spoke to MamyPoko as a brand.
❖ We powered the website with our intelligent chatbot, an informative blog, a pregnancy Tracker & a

baby Growth Tracker to further enhance user experience.
❖ During this process, we worked with their mascot 'PokoChan' and designed a concept that

represented their belief towards having a meaningful relationship with their customers.

RESULT
❖ The new MamyPoko website delivered a user-centric experience that
highlighted the brands' extensive child hygiene expertise, as well as
provide them with an option to communicate with fellow parents.
❖ The new design is highly visual and easy to navigate which enables the
users to browse through an exhaustive catalog within a few clicks.
❖ Overall, the new website gives a more humane touch to the user
experience and creates a meaningful relationship with the user,
supporting brand's vision for child healthcare and parenthood.

Wildlife SOS
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Wildlife SOS is a non-profit organization in India, established in
1995 for the conservation & rehabilitation of wildlife in distress
and preserving India’s natural heritage. It is one of the largest*
Wildlife Conservation Organizations in the South Asia Region.

OBJECTIVE
They wanted us to uplift their website design and upgrade
the technology stack so that they could educate their
audience about the negative human impact on our wildlife
heritage, attract volunteers and donations for the cause.

CHALLENGE
The challenge was to improve online reach and brand equity through branded storytelling, improve navigation and overall site
architecture to enable a simple and frictionless browsing experience. The other major challenge was to drive contributions
through engagement and conversion strategies.

SOLUTION
The project started with our team setting up a mind maps, strategic design, development & deployment process in
place. The strategic process began with reviewing and establishing our understanding of the purpose of having a
website designed for an NGO. Our approach was focused on reorganizing and simplifying their site structure to
highlight their mission, values, and outcomes. We created a clean and clearer design that lets their story connect
and drive conversions.

RESULT
The new Wildlife SOS website feels fresh and inviting and makes an
immediate connection with its visitors. Key content areas like their work,
how to volunteer and make donations are now easily discovered and
browsable with improved navigation and imagery. With relevant imagery
and responsive design, the site is a strong awareness and conversion tool to
support their conservation efforts.
The Key modules developed were:
❖
❖
❖
❖

Conservation Projects
Animal Tail Podcast
Get Involved
Sponsor an Animal

In summary, with the newly revamped design for the Wildlife SOS website,
we can improve the number of valued volunteers joining, as well as help
the organization to exhibit its impact.

TCL TV
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION & MARKETING

ORGANIC (SEO)
❖

4 54% increase in organic traffic

❖

1 033% increase sessions – 1 95000 sessions

❖

Page views increased by 1 227% (7 17,000
views).

PAID MEDIA (PROGRAMMATIC AD)
❖

Achieved a CPC 6 0 % lower to the proposed cost
per click from Search Ads.

❖

Acquired 5 00,000 clicks from Search, Display &
Video Ads.

❖

Garnered 1 13.7 Million Impressions

TASHI CELL
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION &
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE OPTMISATION (ORGANIC)
❖

8 5% increase in organic traffic within six months.

❖

1 52% increase sessions – 9 1,000 Sessions

❖

Page views increased by 1 30% (3 88,000 Views)

SOCIAL MEDIA (PAID)
❖

3 59% growth observed in the addition rate of Followers Base
on Facebook in the first four for months of our undertaking.

❖

9 0% Increase in the total post Impressions on Facebook &

organic growth of up to 2 3% in impressions on Twitter.
❖

Catered over 6 3,000 engagements on Instagram

❖

Engaged most with the targeted Audience: Men (2 5 -34 age
grp)

MAMYPOKO (UNICHARM)
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION & MARKETING

SEO, SEM & MOBILE SEARCH
OPTMISATION EFFORTS RESULTED
IN:
❖

1 726% increase in organic traffic

❖

2 971% increase in sessions, in the first year of
our optimisation– Total of 1 .2 Million sessions

❖

Page views increased by 1 583% in our first year
of handling their SEO (1 .6 Million views)

❖

Added over 1 .05 Million Users With majority of
users visiting via Mobile Devices.

❖

This was a result of our effective Mobile Search
Optimisation.

ELDECO
SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING

LEAD GENERATION VIA SEARCH
ENGINE MARKETING RESULTED IN:
❖

We reduced the conversion cost by almost half of the
industry’s average.

❖

Total of 1 68000 impressions and 3 521 Clicks,

SOCIAL MEDIA (PAID)
❖

1 921 Leads for their real estate services.

❖

We attained a reach of over 4 55176 in the first 1 4
Days.

❖

With our intelligent & innovative Search Engine
Marketing we achieved a drop of 40% in the Cost Per
Lead (CP L) from Facebook Ad Campaign.

HAVELLS
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION | SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Increase in session visits by up to 1 00%.

❖

Increase in Unique visitors by up to 9 0 %

❖

Up to 5 0% increase in Page views during the
tenure.

❖

We achieved an exponential growth in the
traffic from Display Ads.

❖

2 30% growth in traffic from Social media
channels

MERINO RESTROOMS
DIGITAL MARKETING | SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Built a fan base of 5 000+ fans Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram & LinkedIn

❖

Achieved post reach of 5 00,000+ & 6 00,000+
impressions.

❖

Generated 1 50+ leads in 6 0 days

❖

Launched themed promotion based on hashtags
such as #m erinoshowcase, #restroomresolution
& #thoughtfulsoultions

MCCAIN FOODS
DIGITAL MARKETING

LEAD GENERATION VIA SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING RESULTED IN:

❖

Achieved an impressive 2 6.52% interaction
rate which is much higher than the standard 1 0%

❖

Achieved an average CPC of 6 6% to what was
projected.

❖

Increased Instagram fan base by 3 00% & FB reach
increased by staggering 1 49%

❖

Our creative videos bagged 8 0,000 minutes of view
time with over 2 ,000 shares on Facebook. The
YouTube Ad generated 3 80,000 views .

THANK YOU
Let’s go Digital & Accelerate Your Business

+
17

YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY

www.Neuronimbus.com

info@neuronimbus.com

+91 8588867113

